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Melissa Woodworth, sophmore, (left) and Sadee Shelton, junior, (right) are 
two members of th~ Central Washington University Rodeo club preparing for 
this weekend's annual college rodeo. Dozens of rodeo competitors will gallop 
into Ellensburg tomorrow and head for the county fairgrounds for the three-
day event. The club will also host a dance Saturday night at the fairgrounds 
for competitors and spectators alike. - See stories on page 8 & 9 
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·cruise flu' outbreak plagues Kennedv Hall 
by Paul Boutte 
Staff reporter 
A recent rash of the stomach flu has 
claimed a number of Central Washing-
ton University students over the past 
few weeks. It's believed to be the noro 
virus, more commonly dubbed the 
"cruise flu" because most outbreaks 
occur in schools or cruise ships where 
people are in confined areas. 
The first reported case came two 
weeks ago from a student in Kennedy 
Hall. Several other Kennedy residents 
contracted the virus within a day and by 
the following Monday, cases began 
pouring into the Student Health, Coun-
seling Center. In the seminal case, a 
male student was hospitalized, but has 
recovered now. Nearly 20 people have 
been reported to come down with the 
stomach flu thus far. 
"It sucked, I was in the hospital for 
six hours, it felt kind of like food poi-
soning and I was dehydrated. They had 
to pump two liters of fluid into me," Jes-
sica Dix, sophomore education major 
said. 
Dix said she wasn't angry at the per-
son that spread the virus, but was mad 
at the inconsiderate people who simply 
don't bother to wash their hands and 
unwittingly spread the illness. 
"Good hygiene is important because 
its so infections," Doctor Art Depalma, 
medical director of the Health Center 
said. "Everything needs to be disinfec-
ted as well." 
Dining services, campus food 
and/or their employees are not the 
source of the outbreak, contrary to 
rumors flying around Central's campus. 
"With a high degree of certainty we 
knew it wasn't food borne related due 
to our dining services," said Robert 
Trumpy, senior director of Health Coun-
seling and Wellness. 
The Kittitas County Health Depart-
ment conducted tests to locate the 
source of the outbreak. They performed 
an initial check investigation of 
Kennedy Hall, the North Village. Cafe 
and Tunstall dining hall because some 
food is prepared at Tunstall, then trans-
ferred to north campus. Included in the 
investigation is asking students when 
they got sick and logging their activities 
to find common ground. Basically, the 
inspectors try to determine if students 
got the virus from a certain food or a 
restaurant. 
"We weren't worried that it might be 
a food related issue and we thought it 
was a person to person outbreak 
because Central always scores very well 
on health inspections," said Cathy Bam-
brick, manager for Environmental 
Health in Kittitas county .. 
According to Bambrick, Central 
Dining services requests more checks in 
general and more random checks than 
are required. 
"I want to commend Central's Din-
ing services for the quality of which 
their management handles sanitation in 
their facilities," Bambrick said. 
A biological sample from a sick stu-
dent was acquired and tested by the Kit-
titas County Health Department, yet 
came back negative proving the virus 
wasn't food related. The dining halls 
were clear of contaminants and found 
no trace of the virus. The dining halls 
passed the health inspectors tests with 
flying colors. 
"It's impossible to know for sure the 
source of the virus," said Anna Cantur-
bury, RN, a public health nurse with the 
department. 
Prevention is fairly simple: follow 
good hygiene habits. Make sure to 
wash your hands thoroughly, but make 
sure to clean up your bathroom if your 
roommate got sick in there. Additional-
ly, one could protect themselves by 
avoiding using doorknobs or facet han-
dles, especially in bathrooms. By using 
a paper towel to open· doors, you can 
save yourself from days of agony. 
Symptoms of the nqro virus range 
from nausea, vomiting, diarrhea and 
stomach cramping. Once the virus has 
affected the subject, they can expect to 
experience a mild fever, chills, 
headaches, muscle aches and a sense of 
overall fatigue. The illness lasts only 
one to two days, although it can wors-
en, so if you've been sick for longer, 
then make an appointment at the 
Health Center. 
Interns work in the trenches 
by Stephanie Howard 
Staff reporter 
Calling all students: The Center for 
Excellence in. Leadership (CEL) is offer-
ing applications for five executive 
internships for the 2006-07 academic 
year. According to the current execu-
tive interns, it takes a dedicated individ-
ual who is flexible, has a good attitude 
and is not afraid to ask questions. 
The CEL offers five internships per 
year. These interns are assigned to one 
of the five executive offices on the uni-
versity. campus: the offices of President 
Jerilyn Mcintyre; Provost and Senior 
Vice President for Academic Affairs 
David Soltz; Vice President for Universi-
ty Relations Paul Baker; Vice President 
for Business and Financial Affairs 
Richard Corona and Vice President for 
Student Affairs and Enrollment Manage-
ment Charlotte Tullos. 
Jennifer Fountain, director of the 
CEL, said the internships can help stu-
dents gain skills that stand out on 
resumes and in job interviews. 
"These folks truly gain remarkable 
skills in decision making, in leadership, 
in dealing with conflict, in dealing with 
change and in dealing with a variety of 
different personality styles," Fountain 
said. 
According to Fountain, executive 
internships aren't just for students inter-
ested in higher level administration. No 
matter what a student is majoring in, the 
experiences they have during their 
internship can help them in several 
career fieJds. 
"[Students] get to start to affect 
change and work with administrators 
on a pretty high level project that truly 
benefits not only the department and 
the university but benefits the student as 
well," Fountain said. 
Fountain has her own description of 
what type of student it takes to be an 
executive intern. These qualities 
include a person who has integrity, is 
profession.al, has the confidence 
required to communicate with adminis-
trators and is able to adapt their own 
communication styles to fit those that 
they are working with. 
"The students who come back who 
have participated in this opportunity are 
sharing stories about how this was the 
thing that stuck out on their resume, this 
is was the thing. prospective employers 
wanted to know about, this was the 
thing that truly prepared them for life 
after Central," Fountain said. 
Kevin Lillybridge is an operations 
and supply chain management major 
and works in the Business and Financial 
Affairs office headed by Corona. Lilly-
bridge works about ten hours a week 
and has enjoyed his experience as an 
executive intern. 
"The highlight's been seeing how all 
the various different departments organ-
ize all their people and how they struc-
ture their leadership," Lillybridge said. 
Lillybridge listed reasons students 
should apply for an executive intern-
ship: "You learn a lot about how a cam-
pus is run. You learn kind of all the 
interesting things you wouldn't neces-
sarily hear from reading 'The Observer' 
or hear on the streets. You learn a lot of 
the proprietary business information." 
Melissa Alsoszatai-Petheo, a public 
relations major, works for Baker in Uni-
versity Relations. During her time as an 
intern, Alsoszatai-Petheo has .had the 
opportunity to attend special events and 
watch an event planner in action. The 
internship has been a great resume 
booster for her. 
"It gives students the opportunity to 
learn hands on at a non-profit organiza-
tion while seeing how the school works 
as an entity," Alsoszatai-Petheo said. 
She sees the executive internship as 
a way for students to work with the 
administration and know them on a 
personal level. 
"[Students] just really give back to 
the school that has given them so 
much," Alsozatai-Petheo said. 
Colin Stewart works in the Student 
Affairs and Enrollment Management 
office under Tullos. He is an independ-
ent studies major in retail marketing. 
Stewart will be attending graduate 
school at Seattle University for a mas-
ter's degree in student development 
administration. 
During his time as an executive 
intern, Stewart had the opportunity to 
attend a conference in Washington, 
D.C. The keynote speakers were from 
the CNN show "Crossfire." 
"They had a good message," Stewart 
said. "They just talked about the issues 
facing higher-ed right now." 
Stewart said the internship has been 
fun. 
"It's a great opportunity that not only 
makes connections but sees how rela-
tionships work on a higher level," Stew-
art said. "You get to make a connection 
with the administrators. You get one on 
one time to see what they do and they 
make time for you which is really 
unusual." 
Scott Leadingham interns in the 
President's Office. Leadingham is a 
political science and public policy dou-
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Opportunities come knockin' at career lair 
by Carleigh Lorenz 
Staff reporter 
Career Quest, the all major and all-
campus job and internship fair is here 
again. According to the Career Services 
Web site it is, "a great opportunity for 
you to meet recruiters from companies, 
agencies and school districts." 
The event is from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
today in the Samuelson Union Building 
(SUB). 
There are two fairs going on, one for 
buslnesses and agencies and the other 
for education. 
The businesses and agencies fair 
will be held in the SUB Ballroom and 
the Caesar Chavez Theatre. The school 
districts fair will be in the SUB Yakama 
Room. 
"What I like most about Career 
Quest is the fact that each year our 
department works collaboratively to 
bring a better variety of employers to 
campus to serve our students," said 
Jaqualyn Johnson, director of Career 
Services. "We learn something new 
from each event and try to incorporate 
these experiences into the planning of 
future events." 
This is the fifth career-related event 
that Central Washington University's 
Career Services department has put on 
this year, not including workshops. 
"Our department is committed to 
help the students leave here feeling like 
they've been well served in furthering 
their careers," said Theresa Youngren, 
employer recruitment coordinator for 
Career Services. 
There will be 77 companies and 
agencies attending and according to 
Youngren, the companies are excited to 
recruit Central students. 
The companies will be holding on-
campus interviews or will interview lat-
Read about talk-show host Mark Larson 
at www.cwu.edu/ ""'Observer. He's speaking 
in the SUB Ballroorn at 7 p.m. tonight. 
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er, after reviewing resumes. They also 
can help students learn the application 
process. 
There will also be 15 school districts 
recruiting students for jobs. 
"Career Quest gives us the opportu-
nity to talk with a diversity of students 
who are there to connect with employ-
ers," Johnson said. "This is most excit-
ing, to help prepare students to enter 
the global work environment with con-
fidence and competence." 
Last year, approximately 14 compa-
nies interviewed students, and conduct-
ed more than 100 interviews. Some 
companies will hold impromptu inter-
views where they can give out informa-
tion and learn more about the student. 
Youngren said that it is not uncommon 
to have students hired immediately, 
though she said it depends on the situa-
tion. 
This year, state and federal govern-
ment agencies, as well as military and 
police will be in attendance. There are a 
number of businesses offering informa-
tion technology and computer-related 
job opportunities as well. 
Some of the companies coming to 
Career Quest are AFLAC Insurance, 
Wells Fargo Financial, Beneficial Finan-
cial Group, Ameriprise Financial and 
Edward Jones. Over 70 employers total 
will appear at the fair. 
Cle El um-Roslyn, East Valley (Yaki-
ma), Ellensburg and Everett School Dis-
tricts are among over a dozen sched-
uled to be in attendance. 
"There is a really good variety this 
year," Youngren said. "It's the strongest 
we've had in awhile." 
To get more updates and informa-
tion about Career workshops and about 
the Career Quest, call Career Services at 
963-1921 or go to 
www.cwu.edu/-career. 
Paid lntern!!!ihip!!!i Available! 
Visit us at Career Quest on April i!Dth 
or at www.lithia.co01 
lllllHIA 
-a_iiiiiica's r:g~~~-c8-fiifC® 
Far mare inmrmatian call Kacie at 50!1-lilii!-1577 
EOE. All applicants must be at least 18 years of age, possess a valid drivers license with no restrictions and be drug free. 
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INTERNS: Applications for next 
school year's positions due May 5 
Faculty Affairs Michael Jennings' office. 
Foreman, a business administration 
major with a specialization in human 
resource management, wi II be attend-
ing graduate school at the University of 
South Carolina for a master's degree in 
human resources. <11111 continued from 2 
ble major and will be attending gradu-
ate school at Indiana University for a 
master's in public affairs. 
There are a lot of things that have 
highlighted the executive internship for 
Leadingham. 
"I think a culmination of meeting all 
of the different people involved with the 
university administration," Leadingham 
said. 
He went on to discuss seminar 
meetings the five executive interns par-
ticipate in every week. The interns meet 
the people involved with all of the dif-
ferent offices on campus to learn more 
about the university and leadership. 
"I think that has been the coolest," 
Leadingham said. 
Leadingham considers himself lucky 
to have this internship and be able to 
stay on campus. "It's an invaluable 
opportunity. A lot of internships of this 
caliber take place off campus." 
Kristine Foreman is the executive 
intern for the provost's office, though 
she works in Associate Vice President of 
The internship has been a very 
unique opportunity for Foreman. Her 
experiences are ones not many students 
find in an internship. 
During her internship, Foreman was 
involved in the negotiation of the bar-
gaining contract with the faculty that 
allowed her to do research with other 
universities. 
"A lot of stuff that I developed went 
either straight to the provost or straight 
to the table as a negotiating piece," 
Foreman said. 
Filling 
UP h 
new SUB 
Furniture and office 
equipment are being 
moved into the new SUB 
in anticipation of the 
opening on Monday, Apri 
24. Look for coverage of 
the SUB opening in next 
week's Observer. 
Stephen Ellis/Observer 
WALKOUT: M.E.Ch.A. plans 
BBQ at People's Pond for awareness 
Although the good cause aims 
towards national and governmental 
awareness, it may end up just being a 
day to relax. 
"Call me jaded, but I suspect most 
students would see the national strike as 
a great excuse to get a 3-day weekend 
rather than actually engaging in a pub-
lic discourse on immigration policy in 
lieu of attending classes," Ogden said. 
<11111 continued from 2 
said. 
John Strasser, vice president of Aca-
demic Affairs and former M.E.Ch.A. 
chapter president, will be participating 
in the No Work boycott. 
"For me, it [my job] is a bit more 
lenient. Specifically Mondays are slow, 
so I would be able to call in sick," 
Strasser said. 
M.E.Ch.A. is planning to gather at 
Irene Rinehart Park (People's Pond) and 
have a barbecue for the community on 
May Day. It's also anticipated that 
Bridges and CAMP will participate in 
the No Work boycott. 
"Because Olympia is such a drive, 
we decided to do something similar in 
Ellensburg," Strasser said. "We're hop-
ing as many people as we can get will 
come, whether they be from Bridges, 
students, the community or faculty." 
Strasser is hoping organizations like 
Planned Parenthood and Allied People 
Offering Year-Round Outreach, an 
Ellensburg food and health bank, will 
participate and support the crowd. 
Djordje Popovic, Diversity Educa-
tion Center coordinator and a legal 
immigrant, has also decided to take the 
day off and spend it at People's Pond. 
"I plan to spend May Day with my 
students, neighbors, and family at Peo-
ple's Pond," Popovic said. "To educate 
by example and celebrate that which is 
most beautiful about America: the 
resistance to injustice at home and 
abroad." 
The decision is easy for students, but 
administration may face a challenge. 
"I'm going to ask my people to plan 
ahead," Tullos said. ~There are some 
options out there but they just can't 
walk off and not have some way of 
making up the work." 
Tullos and Webb are supportive of 
anyone who decides to take the day off 
and participate in the boycott, as long 
as make-up work is clear and approved. 
"If anyone on my staff asked me, I 
would tell them to make the appropri-
ate choice, to do the appropriate thing 
and take a personal day," Webb said. 
Call for Commencement Speakers! 
Attention Students Eligible for 
Commencement Honors! 
The CWU student commencement speaker 
committee will select students to present 
valedictory speeches at two Eastside 
Commencement Exercises in Ellensburg 
Saturday, June 10, 2006, (9:30amand1:30 
pm). One speaker and one alternate will be 
chosen from among four finalists for each 
ceremony. Speakers will receive $200 
honorariums and alternates will each receive 
$50. 
If you hHe a 3.S GPA, you should receive an invitation 
by mail. Submit written entries to Tina Morefield, 
Registrar Services, by Monday, April 24, 2006. 
Additional information is available at the Registrar's 
Office or from Tina Morefield at 509-963-3012. 
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News from around the Ellensburg community 
.. Energizing Ellensburg until the sun don't shine" 
by Lacey Stanton 
Asst. Scene editor 
Wind farms and renewable energy 
have both been hot topics throughout 
the Kittitas Valley in recent months. Res-
idents have been speaking out at Coun-
ty Commission meetings for and against 
the wind farms . On the other hand, no 
one has been speaking about the Ellens-
burg Community Solar Electric Project. 
Almost no one, that is. 
The Solar Electric Project was first 
developed by Gary Nystedt, City of 
Ellensburg Resource Manager. Three 
years ago Nystedt attended a Regional 
Solar Conference. While attending, 
Nystedt decided Ellensburg needed its 
own solar farm and immediately started 
planning the project. 
"One thing nice about the project is 
that it's on the west side of town," Nyst-
edt said. "The wind farm is east of Kitti-
tas giving the community an identity 
with renewable energy." 
The pilot community solar project 
will be located on the west side of West 
Ellensburg Park directly next to Inter-
state 90. The location is very important 
according to Nystedt. 
"Close to thirty thousand cars a day 
will pass it," Nystedt said. "That is 11 
million cars a year. People will start to 
relate the solar panels with Ellensburg." 
The project will start small with only 
80 solar modules, eventually growing 
to 550 in the next three to five years. 
The City of Ellensburg received a grant 
from the Bonneville Environmental 
Foundation (BEF) for half of the initial 
purchase of 80 modules. Each solar 
panel will produce 300 watts of energy 
per hour equaling-on average four hours 
of electricity a day for the community. 
The project has been funded with 
the support of local citizens, local utili-
ties, the city, Central Washington Uni-
versity and multiple clubs and organi-
zations throughout the community. 
The financial part of the project has 
been set up in a fairly unique manner. 
Residents are being asked to contribute 
money toward the project and in return 
will receive a percentage of their dona-
tion off their utility bill. 
As of Wednesday there is $75,000 in 
pledges to support the project. 
For example if a customer's contri-
bution represents three percent of the 
total funds, that customer will receive 
three percent of the power produced by 
the solar-project. 
The three percent will be deducted 
directly from their utility bill according 
to the project description. 
The contributors to the project won't 
be the only people benefiting. Central 
students will also have opportunities to 
learn from and work with the solar proj-
ect. 
"We want to work with [the) college 
engineering [program) so the students 
can be directly involved," Nystedt said. 
"The system will be there for 20 years 
aJd we hope the college will be 
involved the whole time." 
William Bender, chair of the indus-
trial and engineering technology 
1 department, is a huge supporter of the 
project. 
When, the idea was first developed 
three years ago, Bender was one of the 
first people Nystedt went to for help. 
"Nystedt asked me if there were any 
students to help with the project," Ben-
der said. 
With eight different majors in the 
Photo lllistration courtesy of Gary Nystedt 
The pilot community solar project, which was funded by local citizens, utilities, the city and Central Washington University, will be located next to 
Interstate 90, just west of Ellensburg. The 80 panel solar project will eventually expand to 550 panels which will produce up to four hours a day of 
electricity for the city. 
industrial and engineering technology 
(IET) department, Bender had two 
groups of students perfect for the proj-
ect: students from industrial technology 
and from the mechanical engineering 
technology program. 
The students will help finalize the 
solar project design and be part of the 
installation, be involved in interviewing 
and selecting the contractor for the 
project and will help oversee the proj-
ect. A kiosk will be built to show the 
amount of energy produced at any giv-
en time. The kiosk will be located at 
either the City Hall, Hogue Hall, the 
project site or the Student Wnion Build-
ing and Recreation Center. The location 
has yet to be decided. There will also be 
a Web site for anyone to view showing 
the amount of energy produced in the 
last day, week, month or since the 
beginning of the installation. 
"One good reason to be involved in 
the project, may be selfish, but it's to get 
a new kind of student involved in our 
program," Bender said. "It's a good way 
to show how science is applied in real 
life." 
Students enrolled in IET 101 to fulfill 
their basic and breadth requirements 
will have the opportunity to take field 
trips to the project site to get first hand 
experience with renewable energy. 
Michelle Duncan, a master's student 
at Central, is currently working on her 
master thesis on the economic feasibili-
ty of the solar project. Duncan graduat-
ed with a degree in anthropology and 
decided to complete her masters in nat-
ural resource management. 
"It's [solar energy) not in my back-
ground," Duncan said. "I got turned on 
to the idea from my boyfriend's father." 
Duncan has been with Nystedt 
since the beginning helping him do 
research and propose grants to the sur-
rounding community. Duncan hopes 
her thesis will be done later this year. 
"I'd like to help out with the project 
as much as I can but after my thesis is 
finished my work with the project will 
probably be done/' Duncan said. "I will 
always be here to volunteer my effort. It 
is a very positive thing for Ellensburg." 
The concept of using solar energy 
isn't completely foreign to the commu-
nity. Recently Mark Halloway, the own-
er of D&M Coffee, had solar modules 
attached to the roof of D&M's Third and 
Pine store. Students from the industrial 
technology and mechanical engineer-
ing technology programs helped build 
the stands that the modules sit in. 
"Mark Halloway was very open to 
us climbing on his roof," Bender said. 
D&M is the only private sector busi-
ness to have solar modules on a build-
ing, Halloway said. 
The location of D&M has the right 
solar orientation, a flat roof and is low 
enough that the public can see the solar 
panels. 
"The power we get from them is 
used to make espresso," Halloway said. 
"It's not a large amount of power 
though." 
Nystedt hopes the project will be up 
and running by Oct. 1, 2006. The pilot 
solar electric project is expected to con-
tinue for 20 years and will be evaluated 
by the city council then, Nystedt said. 
The solar panels are under a 20 year 
warranty guaranteeing they won't lose 
more than ten percent of their total 
energy output. 
"Local support for the project has 
been strong and surpassed the city 
council's expectations," Nystedt said. 
The official groundbreaking cere-
mony · is scheduled for 10:30 a.m. 
tomorrow, Apri I 21 . If the weather is 
bad it will be moved to the City Council 
Chambers at City Hall. It has been 
planned to coincide with Arbor Day. 
For more information about the proj-
ect or to contribute money contact 
Cary Nystedt, City of Ellensburg, 962-
7245. 
Photo by Stephen Ellis 
The solar energy trend has already seemed to catch on in the Ellensburg 
community. D&M Coffee Company uses solar panels to provide some of 
their energy at their store on Third and Pine. 
rap ic courtesy o ens urg 
The city of Ellensburg consumes $20 million a year in natural gas and 
electricity, all of which is presently imported into the city. The use of 
renewable energy is a clean and environmentally safe way for the 
community to save money. 
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local· hospital Hbrarv receives state recognition 
by Bryant Phillips 
Staff reporter 
The Community Health Library for 
the Kittitas Valley Community Hospital 
was honored with the 2006 Health 
Information Award for Libraries. 
Each year the award is given to one 
library in each state and was previously · 
awarded to the University of Washing-
ton in 2005. 
More than 80 entries in 41 states 
were submitted for the awards, which 
are designed to encourage library pro-
grams dealing with health-related 
issues. 
Jordan Birchler/Observer 
Topics taken into consideration for 
the awards included alcohol and drug 
abuse prevention, immunization and 
health screenings, proper dietary choic-
es, exercise and general health informa-
tion. 
"The original vision (for the health 
library] was for a place where current 
health information would be readily 
accessible by patients, families, stu-
dents and others," said Joan Glover, 
commissioner for the Kittitas Valley 
Community Hospital (KVCH). "What 
we didn't know was how important it 
The Kittitas Valley Community Health Library, which opened April 1998, offers a large collection of informa-
tion on various health conditions. Some features include a wide array of medical journals, databases and videos 
for viewing and research. 
would become for health care profes-
sionals as well." 
The library opened next to the 
KVCH in April 1998 as a result of coop-
eration between the hospital, the Ellens-
burg public library, Central Washington 
University and the Health Department. 
It boasts a large collection of infor-
mation on diabetes, breast cancer, 
nutrition and general wellness, accord-
ing to Melanie Jones, the library coordi-
nator. 
Immigration protest 
Dwayne Washington /Observer 
With the continuing controversy surrounding proposed immigration laws, which would make illegal 
immigrants felons, members of the community gathered in downtown Ellensburg Saturday. The group 
was expressing opinions against House Resolution 4437. The protest was one of many that have been 
taking place across the country. See related story on page 2. 
Citv preps tor grad testivities 
by Carly Petersen 
Staff reporter 
Commencement brings a change of 
pace in Ellensburg as thousands of fami-
lies and friends come to the city to 
watch their students graduate from Cen-
tral Washington University. Central has 
begun preparation with their com-
mencement committee, which includes 
representatives from the Registrar serv-
ices, Event Support services, Dining 
services, University Police, and Facili-
ties Management, just to name a few. 
Things will be a little different this year 
at graduation because there will be two 
ceremonies, rather than one. 
There will be another ceremony on 
the West side of the state for graduates 
from Central's extended campuses in 
Lynnwood, Des Moines and Pierce. 
These extra ceremonies have created 
even more work for the commence-
ment committee. 
The Registrar services have been 
mailing out information to graduating 
students, as well as updating the com-
mencement Web site. 
"A lot of preparation goes into com-
munication," said Tracy Terrel I, registrar. 
University police will be providing 
parking and traffic control, crowd con-
trol and first aid at both commencement 
ceremonies. 
Hotels in Ellensburg are also prepar-
ing for the incoming visitors. 
"We just plan to work a little hard-
er," said Sheila Walsh, the front desk 
manager of the Ellensburg Inn. This 
includes extra staffing at the front desk 
and restaurant, as well as providing 
friendly services and directions. 
Besides the sudden increase of visi-
tors, graduation also means students 
spending their last few months together 
and having a good time, the equivalent 
of barbecues, parties and kegs. 
The Ellensburg Police Department is 
aware of the changes that come along 
with graduation time. The main goal of 
the Police Department is to be pre-
pared. They call in extra officers from 
the Yakima area and make sure they 
have coordinated their time-off sched-
ules so that there can be extra officers 
on duty. They also put certain cases on 
hold until after the graduation rush. 
"We have a good idea that things 
pick up in spring with parties and such," 
Officer Michael T. Luvera said. 
In years' past there have been inci-
dents with students partying, however 
in the last four years the scene has "got-
ten better and better," Luvera said. 
In 2001, there was a near riot at a 
party. The police got a call about a party 
at 10 a.m. on a Saturday and when they 
went to the scene students began to 
throw things at the officers. 
"Since that time we've done more 
enforcement, but in the last two years 
we've had less citations," Luvera said. 
After 2001, the police were more 
prepared and planned ahead for the 
parties that come with commencement 
time. In 2002 and 2003 when calls 
came in about parties, the police were 
able to simply walk through the party 
and respond to calls about noise. 
By 2004 and 2005 the party scene 
had evolved from one big event that led 
to problems to a lot of little parties. 
"In my view, everyone went to 100 
different houses," Luvera said. 
The police have planned and pre-
pared for graduation the same way they 
have since 2001, and based on the 
recent trend, they are not expecting any 
big problems. 
"We have no plans to change [the 
way they have been handling gradua-
tion time] because there are no indica-
tors to say we should," Luvera said. 
"Some libraries may be focused on 
certain aspects or special projects," 
Jones said. "These are the types of 
things we do all the time ... our library is 
like one big special project." 
The library also has access to a num-
ber of medical journals, databases and 
videos not found at Central, and is open 
to anyone in Kittitas County including 
Central students. 
Many professors at Central have 
begun to refer students to the library. 
"We typically work with the stu-
dents for over an hour to help them find 
what they need," Jones said. "We want 
to let other students know we're here 
and not say, 'Oh my gosh, why didn't I 
know about th is before when I was a 
freshman or sophomore?"' 
A special presentational ceremony 
for the library is being planned by the 
Washington Secretary of State, though a 
date and place has yet to be set. 
The ceremony was originally sched-
uled to take place in Olympia, but 
might be moved to Ellensburg, accord-
ing to Rand Simmons, program manag-
er for Washington State's library devel-
opment and one of the judges for the 
award. 
For more information about the 
library, its databases, or its video and 
journal selections, contact Melanie 
Jones at 933-7533, or go to the library 
located on South Chestnut Street in 
Ellensburg by the hospital. 
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PINION 
Rachel 
Guillermo 
Editor-in-Chief 
As Editor-
in-Chief of the 
Observer, one 
of my jobs is to 
write an opin-
ion every 
week. My 
goal with my 
editorials has 
been to shed 
some light on 
issues I think 
are important 
to the students 
of Central Washington University. I 
think that was the goal every EiC before 
me has had. · 
of cake. They could just pick a subject 
and write 600 words, on it, no prob-
lem. But for me, it's like pulling teeth. 
In the past I would not publicize my 
opinion about anything for fear of it , 
being "wrong." But that's the problem 
with my generation. 
peers. I strongly disagree with that. You 
should not care what other people 
think about your opinion. It's your 
opinion and you have a right to it, l_ike 
they have a right to have their's. 
I think the reason young people 
don't form opinions is that they don't 
One: educate, educate, educate 
yourself as much as possible on an 
issue. Get both sides of the argument. 
Read as many newspapers as possible, 
both in print and on line. Watch the tel-
evision news channels. Don't just base 
your argument on one source. Gather 
your information from 
OBSERVANCE everywhere you can. The more information you have, the better 
your opinion will be 
backed up. Get an opinion, 
I did 
Two: pick a side. 
But be sure when pick-
ing a side you have rea-
sons and facts to back it 
you are comfortable with to get into a 
discussion. They'll bring up points in 
your argument that you haven't thought 
of, without trying to shove their own 
opinion in your face. Sometimes it's 
good to have someone else's voice in 
your head to make sure you don't make 
a fool of yourself. 
And three: stick to your convictions. 
Do not be easily manipulated. But be 
open to hearing other people's 
thoughts. Open discussion is the key 
to solving any problem. You don't have 
to agree about any given topic. There 
isn't always a right or wrong. 
Every person's writing process has 
been different depending on his or her 
life experience. For some editors, these 
weekly Observances have been a piece 
We have grown up in a world 
where we were raised to believe that 
conformity is bliss. If you weren't like 
everyone else, you were uncool and 
not fit to be around. In grade school, 
the kid who wore a rain coat and boots 
365 days out of the year and smelled 
like cat pee was the last person you 
wanted to invite to your birthday party. 
And let's face it, nobody wanted to be 
that kid. 
My point is that young p~ople today 
are afraid to have an opinion which 
might make them differen"t from their 
know how get one in the right way. I 
have found that I can form a pretty 
good opinion about almost anything in 
three simple steps. 
up, because you'll probably have to 
defend your opinion from someone 
who sees things differently. The best 
way to do that is by talking to someone 
My fellow Central students, I 
implore you to speak your mind. Do 
not be afraid of your own thoughts and 
what they may inspire. Every voice 
should be heard. In The Observer, that 
voice will always have a place. -
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LETTERS 
TO THE 
EDITOR 
Letters must be submitted 
by 5 p.m. Monday the 
week of publication, must 
be typed, less than 300 
words and must include 
your name and phone 
number. Only one letter a 
month wi 11 be accepted 
from an individual. Anony-
mous letters will not be 
published. 
The Observer reserves 
the right to edit for length, 
style, grammar and libel. 
rfease mail or e-mail 
letters to: The Observer, 
Central Washington 
University; 
observer@cwu.edu or by 
fax to (509) 963-1027. 
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e-mailed to Observer@cwu.edu, mailed to 
Observer at Central Washington University, 
Ellensburg, WA 98926 or faxed to (509) 963-1027. 
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Mike Charlton readies his bull for a good ride at practice at Bloom Pavilion at Kittitas County Fair Grounds. Maggie Schmidt/Observer 
Rodeo Central students read1 tar ra11in1 and riding 
by Korben Cook 
Staff reporter 
Ellensburg has a long history of 
hosting rodeos and Central Washington 
University is no different. Ellensburg 
will be host to the Northwest Regional 
Rodeo Number 4 (NWRR4) and the 
CWU Todd Anderson Memorial Rodeo 
this weekend. 
With 71 members, the Rodeo Club 
is one of the largest clubs on campus. 
Sixteen of its members are competitors 
who are participating at the CWU Todd 
Anderson Rodeo. 
"It's a lot of fun," Jessie Walling 
sophomore biology and geography 
major said . "There's always some 
crazy stuff going on." 
Some of its craziness includes 
preparation for the NWRR4 and the 
CWU Todd Anderson Rodeo. 
The CWU Todd Anderson Memorial 
Rodeo is named after the 2002 presi-
dent of the Rodeo Club who died in a 
house fire. It is classified as a college 
rodeo, which is not that far from profes-
sional events, such as the Ellensburg 
Rodeo. 
What the CWU Todd Anderson 
Memorial Rodeo allows for, as opposed 
to the professional rodeos, is the 
chance for female competitors to per-
form in more events. While women 
usually only perform Barrel Racing in 
professional rodeos, college rodeos 
give women YHE opportunity to com-
pete in GoatTying and Breakaway Rop-
ing, as well as Team Roping and Barrel 
Racing. 
The men's team is currently in sev-
enth place in the Northwest Region. 
Bull rider Aaron Roy Blanchard, fresh-
man public relations major, is in thir-
teenth place in the region with 78.5 
points and is looking to turn things up 
at the CWU Todd Anderson memorial 
Rodeo. 
Even though female competitors 
tend to be overlooked at 
rodeos, Central's Rodeo 
Club has a top 25 over-
all women's team in the 
nation and fourth place 
in the Northwest Region 
division. 
"We have more 
[competitors] who are 
more experienced and 
seasoned this year," Kay 
Davis, adviser to the Rodeo Club said. 
"There will be more people doing more 
events." 
Junior graphic design major Cheryl 
Ann Brown is sitting in eighth place in 
Barrel Racing with 283 points and jun-
ior business administration major 
Sadee Lee Shelton is in seventh place in 
Breakaway Roping with 214 points. 
The star of the Walla Walla Rodeo, 
junior elementary education major 
Kayde Jo Davenport, has moved up four 
spots overall. Since she is a transfer 
student, Davenport sat out of three pre-
vious rodeo~ until she proved what she 
could do at Walla Walla. Coming in 
fourth place in Barrel Racing, fifth 
place in Breakaway Roping and second 
place in Goat Tying at the Walla Walla 
Rodeo, Davenport feels good going 
into the CWU Todd Anderson Memori-
al Rodeo. 
"I have high expectations for the 
CWU women's rodeo team because we 
have incredible talent," Davenport said . . 
Even with Davenport's points, the 
low results and the sub-par perform-
ance at the Walla W;illa Rodeo has 
increased the club's amount of practic-
ing. Nationally-known roughstock con-
tractor, Frank Beard, has helped with 
the club, allowing for them to practice 
at his ranch in Selah. 
Some competitors have been prac-
ticing every night since Walla Walla. 
"We fell off pretty fast," said junior 
political science major Ben Martin-
Almy, vice president of the Rodeo Club. 
The club wants to be able to show 
off their talent at the rodeo it is hosting. 
"They have put more pressure and 
expectations on , themselves," Davis 
said, which is a drive that is all too 
common for the Rodeo Club. 
The Rodeo Club plans to cater and 
put on activities for this 170-competitor 
event. 
At the last Rodeo Club meeting, 
held every Wednesday night at 7 p.m. 
in the Samuelson Union Building 
(SUB), is was decided how they will 
cater the event. Last year the work 
load was large enough that another 
Central club, Campus Crusade, helped 
in the festivities, Davis said. 
"It's somewhere to belong to," 
Davis said. "[All members] are a vital 
part to the success to the club." 
Along with performing in rodeos, 
the club holds many activities and fund 
raisers. One of their most popular 
fund raisers has been selling Krispy 
Kreme doughnuts. ·Other 
fundraisers include bake 
sales and the selling of con-
cessions at the Spirit of the 
West Cowboy Gathering, 
held each winter. 
One of the most popu-
lar activities the Rodeo 
Club does is host bonfires 
for people to socialize at. 
Another strong tradition 
with the CWU Todd Anderson Memori-
al Rodeo is the CWU Rodeo Dance 
which starts at 9 p.m. Saturday, April 22 
in the Kittitas Country Fairgrounds. 
Even though performing in rodeos is 
a big part of the club, non-competitors 
are just as important. Most of the 
fundraisers are done by the non-com-
petitors. People tend to join the dub 
out of sheer curiosity. 
"Some people say, 'Hey, I'm in 
Rodeo City, U.S.A. and 1:11 try what the 
natives do,'" Davis said. 
To become a member contact Kay 
Davis at Room 103 in the SUB or go to 
the Rodeo Club's Web site at 
www.cwu.edu/-redsportClubs/rodeo/r 
odeo.html. 
The Northwest Regional Rodeo 
Number Four starts at 6 p.m. on Friday, 
Apr. 21. The CWU Todd Anderson 
Memorial Rodeo will be Saturday and 
Sunday April 22 and 23 at the Rodeo 
Arena. 
Kids saving the 
world tor Eart.h Dav 
by Jackie Malzhan 
Staff reporter 
This Saturday, the Science Building 
lawn will be filled with fun Earth Day 
and Arbor Day activities for children in 
kinderg~rten through fifth grade. Cen-
tral Washington University's Civic 
Engagement Center is putting on its 
annual "Kids Saving the World" event 
in order to teach kids about the envi-
ronment. 
"It is fun for kids, they love being on 
campus and we can educate them 
through fun activities," said Devan 
Lewis, Central to Community liaison 
and junior elementary education major. 
Three hundred kids from Lincoln, 
Valley View and Mt. Stuart Elementary 
schools are expected to show up for 
the many Earth Day activities come rain 
or shine. 
There are going to be 40 activity 
tables which include arts and crafts put 
on by environmental organizations 
such as the Ginkgo Petrified Forests. 
Smokey the Bear will also be present. . 
Activities include making dirt with 
chocolate pudding, leaf rubbing, mak-
ing pinwheels, face painting, planting 
seeds to take home and making cookie 
trees just to name a few. There will_ also 
be a rope bridge to take kids over the 
"Ganges" by Central 's Reserve Officer 
Training Corps and a bubble planetari-
um put on by Central's Astronomy club 
including three half hour sessions for 
kids to learn about constellations and 
many more outside games. Times for 
the planetarium sessions will be posted 
at the event. 
"It's fun to organize activities, make 
something the kids would enjoy and 
bring the community together" said 
Michelle Smith, Civic Engagement fel-
low and undeclared freshman, who got 
involved in the Civic Engagement Cen-
ter when she volunteered at the Holiday 
Extravaganza. 
The festivities are from 10 a.m. to 2 
p.m. this Saturday, April 22 at the Sci-
ence Building and on the lawn. If it 
rains on Saturday, games will be held 
inside the Science Building. 
Central students who wish to get 
involved with "Kids Saving the World" 
can email the Civic Engagement Center 
at·takeaction@cwu.edu. Volunteers get 
free t-shirts, a free lunch and free pool 
time at the Kittitas Valley Memorial 
Pool. · 
"If students aren't interested in this 
activity," Lewis said, "there are year-
long programs also." 
Read the Observer online at 
www.cwu.edu/ ,.....,observer 
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ONE BOOKSTORE ........ TWO LOCATIONS 
Check out our new location Monday, April 24 ·at Noon. 
Visit the temporary mini Wildcat Shop in front of our 
new home in the Student Union and Recreation Center 
for a preview of great things to come. 
Mini Wildcat Shop hours are Monday-Friday, 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
after opening at noon on April 24, 2006. 
The University Store in the SUB still offers a 
full line of products and a great moving sale. 
The University Store hours are Monday-Thursday, 7:30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m., 
Friday, 7:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. and Saturday, 10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. 
Watch for the Wildcat Shop grand opening in late May. 
• CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
CWU is an EEO/AA/Title IX Institution . TDD 509-963-2143 
-· 
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FBE C E A D REFBESHME Ts. L1v1 Music. CARICATURE DRAWINGS, 
GAMES A D EITEBTAI ME T. THE OPE I G OF THE WILDCAT SHOP KIOSK AND 
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Photo courtesy of jenny Schultz 
Heather Tonnemaker, sophomore teacher education major and Douglas Honors College student, helps knit 
some of the squares for the blankets for ASPEN through the "Warm Up Ellensburg" program. 
Ellensburg gets warm 
by Katie Baker 
Staff reporter 
Hall Honorary and the Associated Stu- beautiful with all the different colors." 
dents of Central Washington University Jaden Berry, ASCWU vice president 
Board of Directors completed seven for equity and community service pur-
Students might have seen the posters blankets and are currently finishing up chased the yarn for the program; he 
and signs for "Warm up Ellensburg," an two more blankets. bought many different types of yarn to 
opportunity for Central Washington "It gave me a chance to give back to make the blankets more unique. 
University students to crochet squares the community during my spare time, '"Warm up Ellensburg' was a great 
to construct blankets to give to the ASPEN is a great program for our com- way for RHA and RHLCs to give back to 
ASPEN here in Ellensburg. munity, anything to do to give back is our community, not only was it a great 
Jenni Schultz, senior elementary wonderful," said Katie Underwood, success, but the effort of creating the 
education major; started the project junior business education major. squares was a great way for the students 
after talking to her mother about Warm ASPEN is a grant-funded program to learn and to bond while making a 
up America. that provides edu_cation and housing for difference," said Dennis Hall, Resi-
"Growing up being involved with a domestic and sexual assault victims. dence Hall Association co-advisor. 
scouting family, community service is a ASPEN is located in Ellensburg and "Warm up Ellensburg" is continuing 
big part of my life," Shutlz said. "I serves all of Kittitas County. the rest of this year and will start back 
debated about how big of a project I "I started a facebook.com group·to up again next fall. ASPEN is still accept-
wanted it to be. It started out as a com- help people get more involved. We ing all types of blankets, so if students 
munity service project for the Sue Lorn- have about 13 members now and with don't know how to crochet, any type of 
bard Residence Hall Leadership Coun- all the different groups that helped out blanket will work. Many students' hard 
cil. I then approached the RHA [Resi- it's amazing to give back to our commu- work and dedication made this program 
dence Hall Association] for help and I nity," Shultz said. a huge success. • 
met with Jeff Rosenberry, vice president . "The best thing ~b.out constructing For more information on how to 
for Student Life and Facilitie% aoo.a_ ·-the · . the -bl.anket~ wasrliltffactthat;§o.many > help with ~Warm up Etl~urg, " con-
project and it just grew from there." different types of fabric were bought," tact Aspen or search for th'e "Warm up 
Central students from Sue Lombard, Shultz said. "Many colors and different · Ellensburg" group on 
Kamala Hall Residence Hall Leadership textures were used. It takes 49 squares www.facebook.com. 
Council, RHA, the National Residence to make one blanket. The blankets are 
living in lake Wobegon 
by Patrick Lewis 
News editor 
The stark reality of growing up in 
Minnesota, a town of Lutherans, bright 
red socks and shoes and a dog hellbent 
on catching the big one. 
Garrison Keillor interwove all of 
these elements into stories about his 
childhood in the fictional town of Lake 
Wobegon and the contrast of rural life 
with the city, Tuesday night in 
McConnell Auditorium to a sold-out 
crowd. After singing briefly about 
Ellensburg, Keillor talked about the lack 
of social skills he had growing up. 
"We could tell they weren't of us, 
they were too nice," Keillor said. "Any-
one who has come to Lake Wobegon 
was lost. The only outsiders are con-
fused." 
Life, according to Keillor, is about 
adversity. He said that nature wasn't 
interested in a person's golden years, 
and that people lived in Minnesota as a 
patriotic duty to keep the roads clear of 
snow and protect the borders from 
Canadians. 
"My parents sang me to sleep at 
night with songs of the death of smal I 
children," Keillor said. "My people did-
n't go for Disney." 
Clothing was passed on through the 
generations in the Keillor household as 
well. 
"I wore hand-me-down clothing, 
some from my older brother, some from 
my older sister," Keillor said. "When 
Observer - Scene - April , 2006 ljl 
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SPEAKER: Keillor kept the audience 
entertained with his storytelling 
<111111 continued from 11 
you wear jeans that zip up the side you 
have to become a writer." 
Keillor, born in Anoka, Minn. in 
1942, is the host and writer of "A Prairie 
Home Companion," broadcast on pub-
1 ic radio. The recording of his stories 
about Lake Wobegon won Keillor a 
Grammy in 1988. 
Humor rolled off him in waves, 
sending the crowd into fits. His apparel 
also help to put the crowd at ease, cou-
pling a business suit with bright red 
shoes and socks. 
After doling out some advice about 
life, Keillor began a story about several 
of his relatives. One was his favorite 
aunt, Evelyn who had recently passed 
away, and another was a cousin who 
was coming back to be married. Both 
events were to happen on the same day. 
"She [Evelyn] wanted her body to be 
cremated and put into her green bowl-
ing ball," Keillor said. 
Events from the two family members 
begin to swirl together, and Keillor mas-
terfully told the events so the audience 
could see what was going to happen. 
Evelyn's grandchild, a student away at 
college, devises a way to drop the 
bowling ball into Lake Wobegon, which 
coincidentally is where the cousin is 
going to have her wedding, on a boat. 
Bruno, the town's fishing dog, joins 
the cast. Once, when very young, he 
caught a fish by himself and received so 
much praise that he has been trying to 
catch another fish for the last ten years. 
Unfortunately for everyone, his efforts 
only amounted to catching already 
dead fish. 
"Lutherans, they have no idea of 
rejection, so they just made a path for 
Bruno," Keillor said. "They can't just say 
'Get the hell outta here!"' 
Twenty-four Lutheran ministers are 
woven into the story, who come to the 
area on a fact-finding· mission . The mar-
riage is cal led off, but the parents of the 
bride donate the food and supplies to 
the church, which ends up getting used 
for the minister's arrival. The kid who 
built a parasail to release the bowling 
ball ends up losing his clothes and fly-
ing naked around the lake while the 
pontoon boat, meant to hold the mar-
riage, instead holds the ministers. 
"The boat hit a sandbar, the naked 
man sail~d over our heads and we tried 
not to look," Keillor said. "He went glid-
ing right into raspberry bushes." 
Gwen Chap-
lain, former Board 
of Trustees chair, 
and Central 
Washington Uni-
versity President 
Jerilyn Mcintyre 
said the speech 
was vintage Keil-
lor. 
"He's just the 
consummate sto-
ryteller," Chaplain 
said. 
Summing up 
the story's 
mishaps, Keillor 
had the crowd 
sing several vers-
es of "America 
the Beautiful" 
with him, and 
gave one final 
piece of advice. 
"As we say in 
Lake Wobegon, it 
could have been 
worse," Keillor 
said. 
Patrick Lewis/Observer 
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"I'm from that part of the county, so I identified with 
most of what he talked about. I think that is the 
attraction for most viewers, to hear stories about their 
lives," said Nick Zentner, instructor of Geological 
Sciences. "That personal stuff is most important to 
me." 
New SUB features a silver screen 
by Tim Vermeulen 
Staff reporter 
The new Student Union Building 
(SUB) will have, for the first time ever at 
Central Washington University, an actu-
al movie theater. The theater seats 345, 
has a 24x12 foot screen, stadium-style 
seating and a space in front of the 
screen for performances or 
lectures. The theater will 
open, along with the rest of 
the new SUB, at noon on 
Apr. 24. 
"This is a more tradi-
tional style theater," said 
Jeff Rosenberry, Associated 
Students of Central Board 
of Directors vice president 
for Student Life and Facilities. "It 
allows students to experience and get 
involved with the building. The oppor-
tunities are endless." 
The inaugural event for the theater 
will be a 7 p.m. screening of Peter Jack-
son's "King Kong" remake. This is part 
of the celebration for the opening of the 
new SUB that includes cake, refresh-
ments, the music of Danny Django and 
caricatures by Steve Hartley. "King 
Kong" will be the first in a series of films 
presented by campus activities. 
"We've chosen a mixture of current 
documentaries and popular films," 
Scott Drummond, director of Campus 
Activities, said. "It will be a good run-
ning jump for the classic films next 
fall." 
The first major program at the the-
ater is the ninth annual Videmus film 
festival. According to the Videmus Web 
site, films are selected and introduced 
by Central faculty members for cultural, 
political or artistic values and will be 
discussed with the audience after the 
film. 
Films this year include George 
Clooney's "Good Night and Good 
Luck" on May 1, a look at the McCarthy 
era and Edward R. Murrow, Sergio 
Arau's "Day Without A Mexican" on 
May 2, a comedic fantasy about all 
Mexicans in California suddenly van-
London. 
ishing and Neil 
Jordan's 
"Breakfast on 
Pluto" on May 
4, the story of 
an Irish youth 
who becomes a 
transvestite 
singer in late 
1960s and 70s 
"The theater was built for films," 
said Leslie Webb, director of the Diver-
sity Education Center. "The audience 
forVidemus has increased dramatically. 
We couldn't have picked a better ven-
ue." 
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Track and tield sprints past Western 
by Tyler Lobe 
Staff reporter 
With the help of senior Teresa 
Schlafer, the Central Washington Uni-
versity women's track and field team 
outscored arch rival Western Washing-
ton University (WWU) in the Spike Arlt 
Invitational at Tomlinson Stadium last 
weekend to take the win. 
Schlafer finished first in both the 
100-meter and 200-meter races, 
accounting for two of the nine victories 
posted by the CWU women. 
The men's track and field team also 
beat out the rival Viking squad in the 
meet to claim first place; they were vic-
torious in seven events. 
"It's always fun to be at home," 
coach Kevin Adkisson said. "The team 
wanted to do well in dedication of Fabi-
en Coutard and they did a great job." 
Coutard, a former CWU track ath-
lete died in an accident last fall. 
The women dominated most of the 
meet, tallying 181 .5 points while Seat-
tle Pacific University (SPU) finished sec-
ond with 154 and Northwest Nazarene -
University (NNU) scored 122 points, 
good enough for third. Schlafer auto-
matically qualified for the Great North-
west Athletic Conference (GNAC) 
championship with the finish in the 
100-meter dash (12.80 seconds) and 
bettered the qualifying standard for the 
conference in the 200-meter dash, fin-
ishing with a 26.05 second mark. 
Junior Terran Legard, freshman Amanda 
Gius and sophomore Chelsea Gre-
gorich-Evans finished second, fifth and 
seventh, respectively, behind Schlafer in 
Justin Mumm/Observer 
Robert Edwards hurdles past the competition in the 110 meter hurdles. Edwards finished first in the event, 
stringing together a number of victories on the season. Central's next meet is this weekend in Eugene, Ore. 
the 200. 
"Teresa [Schlafer] just continues to 
impress me with her competitiveness," 
Adkisson said. "She is running as fast 
now as she was at the end of last year." 
Accounting for the other seven vic-
tories by the women, freshman Rachael 
Kaercher won in the 400 (58.04), senior 
Lindy Mullen in the 800 (2:16.4), senior 
Ashley Rountree in the 100-meter hur-
dles (15 .39), sophomore Kara Nygard in 
the 400 meter hurdles (1 :06.13), and 
sophomore Krissy Tandie in the shot put 
(39-11.5). The Wildcats also took first 
place in both the 4x100 meter relay and 
the 4x400 meter relay, crossing the fin-
ish line at 48.7 seconds and 3:58.19 
minutes, respectively. The 4x400 team 
set a new conference best time with the 
finish, shattering the previous best by 
nine seconds, established by SPU earli-
er this season. 
"It all comes down to personnel," 
Adkisson said. "We have so many 
talented girls that we can put on the two 
teams we currently have. I wouldn't be 
surprised if they break the school record 
[of 3:53]." 
On the eve of her twentieth birth-
day, sophomore Katie McMeel placed 
second in the javelin and sophomore 
Sarah Benson also finished second in 
the steeplechase. 
For the CWU men, seniors Cresap 
Watson, Jason Roberts and Mike Kelley 
all finished one-two-three in the 200 
meter dash while freshman teammate 
Daryl Schie finished seventh in the 
event. Kelley also competed in the 400 
meters and took the victory there 
(49.14) as teammates Schie finished 
fourth (49.81 ), junior Charles Velasquez 
came in right behind him in fifth (50.64) 
and sophomore Andy Gundel settled for 
eighth (52.18). 
"[Mike] Kelley had a huge time in 
the 400 [meters]," Adkisson said of his 
49.14 second finish. "He was only 
three-tenths off of his [personal 
record]." 
Sophomore Robert Edwards had 
another great day on the track, finishing 
first in the 110 meter hurdles. Fresh-
man Jonathon Rank, senior Geoff 
Anderson and junior Brian Rockenbach 
finished first (15:42.3), third (15 :58.62) 
and fourth (16:16.27), respectively. 
Freshman Matt Valdez won the shot put 
event with a 50-04.75 foot mark and 
junior teammate Ian Wells took first 
place in the javelin with a throw of 181 
feet. 
As a team, the Wildcat men finished 
at 203 as WWU topped out at second 
place with 174.5 points and NNU got 
third with 77.5 points. 
"The athletes showed their pride out 
there last weekend and I was really 
proud of them," Adkisson said. 
The Wildcat track and field team 
will travel to Pullman this weekend for 
the Cougar Invitational while a select 
few will make the trip to Eugene, Ore. 
for the Oregon Invitational. It will be 
one of the last chances for the athletes 
to qualify for the fifth annual GNAC 
Track and Field Championships. 
Football program prepares tor 
new conference competition 
Dojo mojo: Karate club 
kicks it up a notch 
by Nolan Teasley 
Staff reporter 
Spring football practice has arrived, 
but this year there is a different agenda 
to be set and different goals to be met. 
During years past the Central Wash-
ington University football team would 
most likely be using the tutelage of 
Coach John Zamberlin and the repeti-
tion of spring drills to prepare to defend 
their Great Northwest Athletic Confer-
ence (GNAC) football championship, 
but this year presents a different test. 
During the 2006 season the Wild-
cats will be joining the newly aligned 
and ever competitive North Central 
Conference (NCC) which has multiple 
strong football programs, including two 
of the toughest teams in the nation, the 
University of North Dakota and the 
University of Nebraska-Omaha, both of 
whom are mainstays in the national 
playoffs year in and year out. 
"It's going to be a great challenge, 
but we're excited about it," Coach Zam-
berl in said. 
Not only will the Cats be facing 
tougher teams each week, but more 
often than not they will be playing on 
the road. 
Their schedule includes seven away 
games and only four at home. When 
facing this type of opposition most 
teams might lack confidence, but after a 
season in which they won their confer-
ence championship these Wildcats 
boast an abundance of poise with a 
plethora of talent. 
"We're young, but we have a lot of 
rising stars," said senior defensive back 
Ryan Andrews. "I think we are going to 
be pretty darn good." 
When it comes to the offensive side 
of the ball Central never rebuilds, they 
just re-load. With sophomore quarter-
back Mike Reilly coming off a season in 
which he received both GNAC fresh-
man of the year and first team honors, 
the expectation is that the tradition of 
excellence for Central at the quarter-
back position will continue. 
The receivers are young but 
extremely talented. Senior Josh 
Boonstra and junior Brandon 
Robertson have both been starters, 
but will look to step into a more fea-
tured role this year. Junior Chris 
Jameson will add experience and 
freshman Johnny Spevak, whose 
athletic ability was well document-
ed this past winter on the basketball 
court, should provide more than a 
few thrills. 
"We aren't as explosive as last 
year, but we make up for that with 
depth and consistency," Boonstra 
said. 
As for the offensive line, sopho-
more guards Buddy Anderson and 
Matt Coffman are returning a year 
after sharing second team all GNAC 
honors with junior center Sam Him-
melman. Sophomore Aaron Gilbert 
was voted to the first team all GNAC 
after a stellar year of defending Reil-
ly's blind side. 
When it comes to the all impor-
tant running back position, anyone 
who saw Will Bennett shoot up the 
left sideline for a crucial touchdown 
in last year's Battle in Seattle, all 
questions should be answered, and 
Johnny Lopez, a junior college 
by Josh Knight 
Staff reporter 
Central Washington University has 
had a Karate club for five years. Every 
year it seems that more people are 
drawn into competitive fighting. 
The practices focus both on high 
intensity sparring, for more accom-
plished fighters, and drilling the basics 
for the beginners. Technique is impor-
tant in any fighting style; it is imperative 
to learn the basics to keep safe and to 
build on what is already known. 
"[The Karate club] teaches you con-
fidence, you learn how to fight, and it 
also teaches you concentration," club 
president Andrew Wiggin said. 
The athletes train year round to keep 
in top shape. Their competitions are 
bare-knuckle fights in rounds lasting 
two minutes. 
"The competitions are full contact, 
it's not like the "Karate Kid", it's real and 
you get bruises," super-heavyweight 
Ryan Higdon said. 
That may sound like fun to some 
people, but that isn't all the Karate club 
is about. Some come to learn self 
defense or explore the potential of their 
bodies. The club can accommodate all 
sorts of body types and abilities. 
"Some people come here just to 
lose weight and others come here to 
compete," Wiggin said. 
The team competes with Dojos from 
Vancouver, B.C. to Seattle, Auburn, and 
Pullman. They also have regularly 
scheduled tournaments that give them a 
chance to showcase their skills. On 
Apr. 29, they have a tournament that is 
open to all styles of fighting . The big 
tournament of the year is located in 
Sydney, Australia on Nov. 9, 2006. 
This is real fighting and has some 
danger. At their last tournament, several 
people were knocked out. 
At that tournament the Central team 
did quite well; In the middleweight 
Alex Backus took first, Wiggin took sec-
ond and Higdon took first in super-
heavyweight. 
There are several benefits to learn-
ing the fighting style, called 
Kyokushinkai, including gaining physi-
cal and mental strength 
"It's really cool, I did sports all 
through high school and I tried a couple 
other styles, but this is really competi-
tive," Higdon said. "You come and 
don't think about anything for two 
hours." 
Through training it is possible to 
move up through the belt ranks. 
With each level, comes a different 
requirement. Each belt requires condi-
tioning tests and participation in a fight. 
"The goal is to compete in an MMA 
fight," Wiggin said. 
He has been involved with the 
Karate club for a year and a half and 
had no previous experience. 
"I always played hockey, rugby and 
football," Wiggin said. "Those experi-
ences helped me prepare for the dedi-
cation of karate." 
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Wildcats-drop two ot three to warriors 
by Jordan Montgomery 
Staff reporter 
While stretching their legs out on 
the road, the Central Washington Uni-
versity Wildcats showed their talent and 
easily swept Montana State in Billings. 
The Wildcats demonstrated, once 
again, their ability to play a great game. 
That series appeared as a good omen 
for the weekend series to come. 
The Wildcats came into game one 
against the Cal State Stanislaus Warriors 
eager for more wins. The Wildcats first 
series of the season was against the 
Warriors, which they split. The Warriors 
now ranked 16 with a 25-14 record, 
represented an exciting challenge for 
the 15-17 Wildcats. 
Saturday's weather slowly turned 
bad, yet t:1e game went on as sched-
uled. The Warriors' lead off man and 
designated hitter, Pete Hernandez, 
smacked the ball which landed perfect-
ly just fair of the left field line, which 
allowed him to reach second base. Her-
nandez became the Wildcats' worst 
enemy and Warrior-proclaimed "leader 
of the team" when he hit a .500 average 
in the game with two doubles, three 
runs and an RBI. 
Due to throwing errors and a walk, 
the Warriors had the bases loaded and 
two outs. As if it were scripted, War-
riors third basemen Justin Louis blasted 
a grand slam over the left field wal I, 
scoring four unearned runs. 
With the conclusion of the first 
inning and Central down by five, their 
only response was with a single before 
the Warriors took back the offensive. 
The Warriors really opened up the 
game in the third. This inning would 
not end until the Warriors brought 
home ten runs off ten hits, leaving two 
men on. They scored a total of seven 
runs before the Wildcats got the second 
out. The Wildcats committed two 
errors resulting in three unearned runs 
and went to their bullpen twice for sup-
port. 
Down 16-0 in the third inning, 
Wildcats relief pitcher Matt Palmer kept 
the Warriors to only one run in his three 
innings. Out of the four hits the Wild-
cats produced through the game they 
had one cross the plate after a Warrior 
throwing error in the bottom of the 
sixth. 
The game was called due to increas-
ingly heavy rain in the top of the ninth 
with only one out and another two runs 
brought in by the Warriors. The second 
game of that double-header was can-
celled due to rain. The Wildcats had to 
wait until Sunday to redeem them-
selves. 
"We're not the same team we were 
three weeks ago/' said coach Desi 
Storey. "It's been a rollercoaster, who 
will play our game and then we will 
turn around and not show up. At this 
point in the season we have to put it 
together in games, and play consistent 
baseball." 
A new day and a new game, the 
Wildcats looked for redemption for Sat-
urday's loss. Central starting pitcher, 
senior Isaac Finch started and ended the 
game. He pitched all nine innings, 
allowing only two runs out of 12 hits, 
while striking out six batters. Central 
pulled out a 3-2 victory. 
"It's just the way it is, it goes up and 
down and some days we had offense," 
said junior outfielder Brian Maloney. 
"We will put it together but we're not 
there." 
The Warriors struck first once again, 
when Hernandez reached on a solid 
shot to center field. After a sacrifice 
bunt and a steal of third he took home 
and the lead after a weak hit to first by 
Valentine. 
They didn't score again until the 
fourth inning. However, it would seem 
that their second run lit a fire in Cen-
tral's attack, who hit consecutive sin-
gles, putting men on second and third, 
only to be driven home by a single to 
center, hit by senior catcher Kevin Knut-
sen. 
Knutsen scored later when the bases 
walked full and right fielder Mike Carri-
gan took his base after being hit by the 
pitch. When the game ended, the 
Wildcats won 3-2. 
"We competed really well, I think 
were seeing the ball better and our bats 
are coming back," said sophomore sec-
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Central starter Isaac Finch checks the runner at first while firstbaseman Tanner Swanson awaits a throw Sunday 
afternoon against Cal State Stanislaus. Finch threw the full nine innings surrendering only two runs on 12 hits. 
He also struck out six batters en route to a 3-2 victory and GNAC player of the week honors. 
ond basemen Tyler Farrington. 
For both teams. Sunday's second 
contest looked like a glimpse back to 
their Saturday game. In the first inning 
after a foul out, the Wildcats struggled 
to keep the Warriors off the bases. 
A walk, then a fielding error gave 
the Warriors runners at second and 
third. A hit batter put the bases full, all 
to allow Warrior left fielder Brett Gor-
don to put one over the right field wall. 
After the damage had been done, the 
Wildcats ended the inning five runs 
down. 
Central turned into a new team and 
held off more runs until the last inning, 
almost pulling out of the game by tying 
it in the fifth. 
Jamie Nilsen's homer to left field 
knoted up the game at five. The hopes 
were high; everyone thought that a 
comeback was possible due to the way 
Central's starting pitcher Mike Morris 
was throwing. 
After the trouble in the first inning, 
Morris only allowed another four hits 
the entire game, and only one run. The 
Warriors did come away with the game 
in the top of the seventh with two outs, 
when right fielder Tony Marx hit the 
clinching homerun. The Wildcats 
could not respond and the series ended. 
"I think we have turned around 
since Nazarene, we started to like to 
like to play again," said senior designat-
ed hitter Chris Sepanski. "Stanislaus 
whopped us. We didn't want to be put 
in that spot. We still have more swag-
ger to our step and everyone does what 
they need to do. We have the guys to do 
it, we just have to get out and play." 
The Wildcats current series against 
Metro State leaves them little time for 
their next match, this Saturday at Tom-
linson Field for a 1 P.M. match against 
St. Martin's, and then Sunday again 
against St. Martin's in Lacy Washington 
at the same time. 
FOOTBALL: Team looks strong in spring workouts 
Justin fvJumm!Observer 
Quarterbacks and wideouts work to polish their routes during spring drills during Tuesday afternoon practice. 
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transfer, has received some praise from 
Zamberlin as well. 
The defense is led by senior line-
backer Chris Burch, Andrews, whom is 
returning from ankle surgery, and play 
making sophomore cornerback Bran-
don Kennedy. Early this spring the line-
backing corps and secondary have 
shown the talent they possess from both 
starters and reserves. 
Joining Burch on top of the depth 
chart is senior middle linebacker Simon 
Iniguez and on the outside, junior Brett 
Stray. Providing an ever-important 
insurance policy off the bench are sen-
iors Cade Kittrell and Josh Jessup, along 
with junior Chris James. 
"James has really stepped up his 
game, and is having an impressive 
spring," Kittrell said. 
When it comes to the secondary 
there is a good mix of young, raw ath-
letic ability and veteran experience. 
Kennedy and Adam Jackson seem to be 
the front-runners at the cornerback 
position, but converted safety Reggie 
Wilson is more than capable of making 
a play or two. 
With Andrews back in the lineup at 
his familiar position of free safety and 
ball hawking J.R. Jamerson manning the 
strong safety slot, that pushes the physi-
cal Jason Gran to the bench, which is 
impressive considering while he started 
last season he was second on the team 
collecting 68 tackles. 
The Cats defensive line is missing 
Kellen Becker this spring, he was a first 
team all GNAC selection last year along 
with Burch, but he should be well 
recovered from off-season surgery by 
the time the season starts. 
In the mean time the interior line is 
being anchored by steadily improving 
youngster, sophomore Mitch Reffett, 
and yet another first te_am all confer-
ence selection, junior Josh Chance. 
Returning captain Phil Dougherty and 
junior Chris Scrupps are providing the 
pass rush from the outside at both 
defensive end positions. 
The defense as a whole is a young 
group, and although the amount of 
experience isn't what it has been in 
years past, these "guys" are athletic as 
well as intimidating, and the enthusi-
asm that has been shown early on in the 
spring should more than make up for a 
lack of-seasoning. 
"We're just excited to put the pads 
back on," Burch said. 
The Wildcats host their annual 
spring game on April 29th, at one 
o'clock in Tomlinson Stadium. If you 
want a sneak preview of what you're 
going to see in the fall, come lend your 
support, its guaranteed you'll leave 
entertained. 
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Holtman supplies power surge tor Central 
by Jon Mentzer 
Senior reporter 
Last year sophomore first baseman 
Mallory Holtman watched the entire 
season from the dugout and witnessed 
her teammates play a sport that she 
grew up loving. 
Game after game Holtman's anxiety 
for playing softball grew as she sat with 
a broken wrist on her throwing arm. 
The injury, which she suffered when she 
was hit by a pitch early last season, was 
so bad that it required a cast and pins. 
"You realize how much you miss it,". 
Holtman said. "You get so bored with-
out it." 
As the season ended she coached a 
summer team to catch up from her 
injury. Holtman's desire to play in 2006 
was unmatched knowing that an 
injured throwing hand usually takes 
more time. During the summer she 
worked on every aspect of her game, 
but the hard part of her rehabilitation 
wasn't fielding or throwing; those come 
naturally. Holtman had to get aw~y 
from the fear of stepping in the batters' 
box, the same place that ended her 
freshman season. 
"The hard part was to not be scared 
when I'm in the box," Holtman said. 
To understand Holtman's love for 
the game, one would have to know 
where she's from. While growing up in 
White Salmon, her father was one of the 
major influences in her softball career. 
He was always playing with her when 
she was younger and even filled in as 
coach at times. For high school gradua-
tion he bought her a batting cage. 
As time and practices accumulated, 
Holtman became comfortable with "the 
box" again and returned to a Wildcat 
softbal I team that has seen its share of 
ups and downs this season. 
Much of the team's success is 
derived from the astonishing season 
Holtman continues to have. She has a 
.352 batting average and is on pace to 
break three major single season cate-
gories: homeruns, runs scored and RBis. 
Even though the records are knocking 
on Holtman's door, she keeps her mind 
in check and puts her her numbers in 
perspective. 
"Granted I have some homeruns, 
but it takes more than a good swing to 
hit the ball out," Holtman said. "All my 
homeruns have been off of pitchers' 
mistakes. I like to think of myself as a 
consistent hitter. I just don't like the 
term 'power hitter'. It's better to get a 
bunch of singles or a couple of bloopers 
than occasionally hitting homeruns." 
Holtman has occasionally hit eight 
homeruns leaving her just two behind 
Jill Powell's record of ten set in 2001 . 
"Records are records and if it helps 
us then it helps us," said Mike Garoutte, 
associate head coach. "If it helps us win 
then go for it. When it comes about it'll 
be something to celebrate." 
Homeruns aren't the only record 
that Holtman is threatening. Her 27 
runs scored and 26 RBis are on the 
coattai Is of both records of 34 and 41, 
respectively. 
Records, however, are not on the 
minds of most of the team as they are 
struggling to find an identity of the sea-
son and fighting to make any postsea-
son run. For Holtman, she just does 
what she thinks is her job. 
"She can bring in just a tone of 
runs," Garoutte said. "The way she hits 
and the way she makes contact with the 
ball is phenomenal. She'll hit a gap 
with doubles. She has hit a lot of home-
runs this year. She's driven in a lot of 
runs for us. Having her there brings in 
some run production." 
Even though Holtman's wrist was 
broken last year, her dedication for the 
field remains. Coming to every practice 
and traveling with the team for games 
helped team bonding which made this 
season a year of anticipation. So far, she 
has not disappointed. 
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Sophomore Mallory Holtman is putting together a monster season for 
the Central women's softball team, batting .362 with eight home runs 
and 26 RBI's while starting 34 games at first base for the Wildcats. 
Women's club soccer kickin' it this week 
P oto courtesy o : Ras e Kamiens i 
The men's and women's soccer club go at it on Tuesday afternoon. The 
Central women's club soccer team plays every Tuesday night in Yakima. 
by Lander Scholdt 
Staff reporter 
Although the Central Washington 
University's women's club soccer team 
had a bye on Tuesday April 18, they 
managed to put together an intense 
scrimmage game versus Central's men's 
club team. The game took off when the 
girls scored the first goal of the game in 
the first 10 minutes. Goals were 
exchanged back and forth throughout 
the entire game, and each team found 
themselves focusing more on the play 
then the number of goals made. 
"I think the guys were surprised," 
said junior captain Rachael Davis. 
Since their previous game in Yaki-
ma, Central has begun to work better as 
a team and as individuals, by finding 
their specialty positions on the field. 
Davis found her position as a strong 
OBSERVER CLASSIFIEDS OBSERVER CLASSIFIEDS 
SUMMER HOUSE PAINTING 
Bellevue/Kirkland 40hrs/wk $9.50-
10.50/hr. No Exp. Nee. Work outside 
w/ people your own age Contact 
Peter@ 206-356-1556 
1 BEDROOM AVAILABLE 
starting June 11th - September 
1st! Beautiful view of the moun-· 
tains, quiet area. Includes a 
garage, washer and dryer, and 2 
baths $332 a month plus utilities. 
Call Liz @ 509 429 2349 
KNUDSON LUMBER IN 
ELLENSBURG is looking for 
enthusiastic, hard-working individu-
als who feel comfortable working 
with the public in a retail sales 
atmosphere. Knudson Lumber is 
currently interviewing for full-time 
positions in sales and full-time posi-
tions loading lumber and building 
materials. Experience in the building 
industry is always a plus. Stop by at 
1791 Vantage Highway in Ellensburg 
to pick up an application. 
2001 TOYOTA COROLLA 4 
cyl. 5 speed, cruise, air, power 
steering, power windows & door 
locks, rear spoiler. $7000 OBO. 
Call Gary 512-289-0198 · 
GREAT EXTERNAL LAPTOP 
BATTERY Has plug ins to con-
nect to a variety of laptops. Pro-
vides 6 - 8 hours of run time. 
About a year old. Great savings -
$80. Marty (509)899-2752 
NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE 
for summer and fall quarters in 
Student Villag~. Rent is $315 a 
month. Please call (509) 963-8675 
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED 
2 bedroom, 1 batlt townhouse 
Large, furnished $275/mo + 112 
utilities. 933-4285 
SUMMER JOB? HIRING FULL-
TIME MANAGERS AND 
PAINTERS. $8-$,10 per/hr, + bonus-
es! No Experience necessary. Jobs in 
WA, OR, ID. Apply at 888-277-9787 
or www.collegepro.com 
BE A DELL CAMPUS REP-
EARN $12/hr. Make your own hours 
and gain amazing experience for 
your resume! Position starts immedi-
ately. Go to: Repnation.com/dell to 
apply 
Pets negotiable. 509 925-4361 
AD REP NEEDED FOR FA:LL 
QUARTER! Call Christine at the 
Observer 963-1026 or email 
pagec@cwu.edl,l 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR 
RENT. Carport. Washer/dryer. 
$775.00 per month 
includes WIS, $500.00 deposit. 
LEGAL RESEARCH BOOK 
FOR SALE. Used by Prof. Tere-
sa Francis. $10! Cheaper 
than the bookstore! Great condi-
tion. LapsanskyD@cwu.edu 
WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY PULLMAN 
WEB COORDINATOR - CENTER FOR DISTANCE & PROFES-
SIONAL EDUCATION Full-time, 12 month, administrative/professional, 
permanent, exempt position who will be responsible for programming and 
creating Web pages that communicate with databases, including coordina-
tion of graphics design and layout. The position will also provide desktop 
computing and reports to the Director of Instructional Development and 
Technology . Working title: Web Designer and Programmer. Salary will be 
commensurate with qualifications and experience, including excellent bene-
fits. For the complete list of position responsibilities and how to apply, see 
www.hrs.wsu.edu (administrative/professional) or contact Mike Long, Web 
Coordinator Search, Van Doren 106, Center for Distance and Professional 
Education, Washington State University, Pullman, WA 99164-5210. Com-
pleted applications must be received by May 5, 2006. To enrich education 
through diversity, WSU, and CDPE, is an EEO/ AA Employer. Protected 
group members encouraged to apply. 
For a limited 
time, the 
Observer is 
offering FREE 
classified ads 
to students on a 
space available 
basis. 
ADS MUST BE 
EMAILED to 
pagec@cwu.edu 
by 5 pm Monday 
Classified ad rate is $4 
for the first 15 words and 
20 cents a word after 15. 
• No commercial ventures will be accepted 
for free ads. 
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Socc·er: Game set 
to be played next week 
~ continued from 15 
defender forcing the opposing team 
away from the goal. Freshman Rashell 
Kamienski also found her star position 
as an outside midfielder, making sure 
the ball was always in play. Sophomore 
Shannon Wilson had an array of precise 
passes to her teammates while playing 
center midfielder. 
"We are so much better then when 
we-started, we are finally starting to 
gel,11 Smith said. 
Each girl stepped on the field to play 
hard, and even though it was only a 
scrimmage, they treated it as a real 
game to improve their skill and mind-
set for their upcoming games. 
Central's women's club team hopes~ 
to prepare themselves through every 
possibility they come across in order to 
strengthen the team and come out with 
a win. The scrimmage on TtJesday was 
fun, intense, frustrating, and exciting 
and they hope to show the women's 
varsity team the same intensity, if not 
more in their upcoming game. 
"We're gonna show them our A-
game when we play the varsity team," 
Smith said. 
Karate: Artform 
provides ~ental edge 
~ continued from 15 
children, there is a separate section 
where they can naturally learn the basic 
movement by playing with the instruc-
tor. 
The training of Karate begins with 
defense. There is a saying that states; 
"Karate ni sente nashi," which means 
there should never be a preemptive 
attack against someone, using Karate. 
Namely, a man or woman must not use 
Karate for showing off their power. 
During the practice, instructors teach 
their students with kindness and under-
standing. The students respond by work-
ing seriously to acquire various kinds of 
skills. 
"Karate practice is never as danger-
ous as many people think, if you follow 
the instructor's advice," Young said. 
Karate is marshal arts, but at the 
same time it is an effective way to 
develop physical strength, mental train-
ing, and helps get rid of the stress from a 
busy daily life. It also cultivates moral 
development and sense of respect for 
qthers. It values manners and aids the 
formation of character through the 
training of Karate. For instance, at the 
beginning of the practice, instructors 
and students take a bow and say 
"Please take care of me," and at the end 
of the practice they say "Thank you very 
much." 
This shows Karate begins with man-
ners and ends with manners. 
"I want many people to appreciate 
Karate and know the oriental spirit," 
Young said. 
Central Washington School of. 
Karate plays the role of civic diplomacy 
and friendship between two countries 
and makes a great contribution to the 
understanding of foreign culture. 
r=FREE CLASSIFIDES FOR STUDENTS!!li 
CALL 509 963 1026 FOR MORE INFO ~ 
Now, 
all your incoming 
calls can be free. 
Promotional offer requires activation of a new Tal<ltacker" service. TrackerPack™ plan minutes and overage ra1es apply to home area calls. In order to receive plan minutes the monthly charge must be paid 
before your monlhly charge date. You will be unable to use your phone, including any package or free minutes, if the account balance is negative at any time. You may be charged at any time of day on your 
monthly charge date and should refill before 1hat date to avoid service interruption. Nationwide roaming, directory assistance, and international calts require additional funds in your account to complete 1he calls. 
Free CALL ME MWJulesSM promotion is only available on TalkTracker TrackerPack Plans $40 and higher. Free CA1.1 ME Minutes are not deducted from monthly package minutes and are available when receiv-
ing calls in your local calling area Night and Weekend Minutes promotion is only available on TalkTracker TrackerPack Plans $40 and higher. Night and Weekend Minutes are valid Monday-Friday 9 p.m. to 
5:59 a.m. and all day Saturday and Sunday, and are only available in the-local calling area For Talk Tracker coverage and restrictions see coverage map within brochure. Promotional Phone is subject to change_ 
$30 mail-in rebate required and is only available on TalkTracker TrackerPack plans $30 and higher. Allow 10-12 wee~ for rebate processing. $30 activation fee, roaming charges, tees, surcharges, overage 
charges, and laxes apply. Local network coverage and reliabilily may vary. Usage rounded up to the next full minute Additional tenns and conditions apply for all offers. See stores for details. Limited time offer. 
©2006 U.S. Cellular Corporation. 
